Engaging Change: Thriving Amidst Shifting Library Landscapes

Evolution of the University of California, San Diego  Arts Library

Leslie Abrams
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Establishment of the Art & Architecture Library

Please join us for the Grand Opening of the Art & Architecture Library.

Date: Friday, October 15
Time: 3-5 pm
Place: The AAL
1st floor, West Wing of the University Library

Open House follows the lecture by Marcia Reed from the Getty Institute on "Artist's Books". 2-3pm Geisel Room.
First “unanticipated” challenge

1993 Suspension of the UC San Diego School of Architecture

Adele Santos
Series of Strategic Opportunities and Planned Challenges  1996-2005

• Transfer and integration of the campus film collection and associated services

• Administrative merge of Art & Architecture, Film & Video, and Music Libraries

• Development of digital media reserves- slides, sound, moving image

• Digitization of slide collection and ingest into ARTstor

• Transfer and integration of San Diego Museum of Contemporary Art’s Library collection
Renovation and Reorganization of the Arts Library
Arts Library Advisory Committee
New combined service desk
Art glass
New Digital Studios
Refreshed technology for delivery of media
Compact shelving for media
Disassembly of all subject libraries including the Arts Library
Managing Change

• Change is constant

• Pace of change is escalating

• Pay attention to and mitigate stress and fear

• Expect losses and gains

• There will be learning opportunities
Managing Change

Best practices and principles

- Transparency and inclusiveness
- Documentation of process and decisions
- Communication
- Collaboration
- Foster trust
Former Arts Library staff